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This ,Agreement entered into this _day of September, 1997, by and
between the Board of Education of the Chenango Valley Centra] School District,
hereinafter called the "Board," and the Chenango Valley Teachers Association, "',
hereinafter called the "Association."
Whereas 'U1eBoard and Association recognize and declare that providing a
quality education for the children of Chenango Valley School District is their
mutual aim and that the chamcter of such education depends predominately
upon the quality and morale of the teaching service, and
Whereas the members of the teaching profession are encouraged to make'
'suggestions designed to improve educational standards, and
Whereas the Board has a statutory obligation, pursuant to Article 14 of the
Civil Service Law (Chapter 392 of the Laws of 1967, Public Employees' Fair
Employment Act and amendments thereto), to negotiate with the Association as
the representative of its ~eaching personnel with respect to hours, wages" texms
and conditions of employment, and
Whereas the parties have reached certain understandings which they desire
to conflTXXl in this Agreement,' ' '
, In consideration of the following mutual covenants, it is hereby agreed as
follows:
'
.
~Ir<C1k~ TI C> ~@@~TI@~
~.
The Chenango Valley Board of Education has made a detennination that the
Chenango Valley Teachers Association is supported by a majority lOfthe teachers
in a unit composed of all px-ofes$!onal, teaching personnel except 'the
Superintendent, Assistant Superintendentp Principalsp Vice-Principals, Assistant
to the Principal, Adminisntive Assistantp Psychologistsp Director of Guidance,
Director of Health, Physical Education and Recreationpand Director of
'Publications and Information. Chenango Valley CentTalSchool Dismctp Towns of
Dickinsonp et. a1.pBoard of Educatlonfhereby recognizes 'the Chenango Valley
Teachers Asoociation as the exclusive negotiating agent foX"the teachers in such
unitp including long-tenn substitutes and the teaching assistant (swimming)p
provided such recognition rep1iesentation is not successfully challenged pursuant
to law. The use of a masculine or feminine pronoun shall, unless the context
clearly indicates otherwise, be interpreted to refer to either sex. '
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The word Teacher as used in this agreement shall mean any professional
teaching employee including guidance counselors covered by the negotiating unit
.
represented by the Chenango Valley Teachers Association.
~@@1Q1@IID~: Neither party shall be required to enter into negotiations for a
succes~or agreement prior to the January 15th that precedes the expiration date
of the present contract.
In the event that the parties have not reached agreement by 120 days prior'
to the end of the fiscal year, then either party may declme negotiations at an
impasse and seek the assistance of the N.Y.S. Public Employment Relations
Board.
During the term of this contract, the parties agree to enter into collective
negotiations in accordan~e with the procedures set forth herein in a good faith
effort to reach a successor agreement on all negotiable matters raised byeitller
party concerning the terms and conditions of teachers employment. Any
agreement so negotiated shall apply to all members of the unit represented by the
Association, be reduced to Writing and be signed by the Executive Officer of the
Association.
~@@1Q1@IID~:Neither party in any negotiations shall have any control over the
selection of the negotiating representative of the other partysmd each party may
select its representatives from within or outside the school district. No final
agreement shall be executed without ratification by the Association and the Board.
The parties mutually pledge that their representatives will be clothed with all
necessary power and authority to"carry on negotiations a$ requiTed by Article 14
ef tl1e Civil Semce Law.
~G~@ill ~: The BOaTd shall net discriminate in any way against any employee
covered by this Agreement by reason of his/her membeTswp m or participation in
the activities of the Association OR"his/heT exercise of rights [gJiSlAtedunder this
AgreeD1ent. .
~~@ill @: If negotiations meetings between the Board and the Association are
scheduled by mutual agreement during n<Ol'OOalworJldng hOUTSof a $Chool day,.not
more than seven (1) nor less fchan three (3) representatives of fcheAssociation shall
be relieved from all regular duties without loss of pay as necessary in order to
permit their attendance at such meetings.
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~~@fcl@nm 11.~ The Association will have the privilege to use school buildings at
reasonable times for meetings without charge. Request for the use of a school
building will be made in advance to the Principal of the building or the appropriate
administrator of the district. The date and time of each meeting will be placed on
the Master Schedule of Building Use in the Board of Education Office.
~@~@m ~g The Association will have the privilege to place notices, circulars and
other material on !hat portion of the faculty bulletin boards reserved for
Association bulletins and in teachers' mail boxes. 'The Association also will have
the privilege to reasonable use of the normal internal distribution procedures of
the School System.
'
~~@'cl@m ~:
A. Association officers and/or appointed representatives may have up to an
aggregate total of ten (10) days during the regular school year for attendance at
conferences or to attend to association business (local, r~gional, state, or
national). No more than three (3) individuals may be absent for such business at
anyone tinie. Absences ,under this program will not be charged against other
.
"Leave" provisions. When this leave is to be used, the CVTApresident is to submit
a notification in writing, to the Superintendent and building administrator listing'
the name(s) of the person(s) to be absent. This notification is to be submitted a
minimum of forty-eight (48) 'hours prior to the absence except in emergencies. The
Association will reimburse the District the cost of the substitute teacher. '
B. Attendance of two (2) elected representatives to the NYSUT
Representative Assembly will be allowed without loss of pay, not to exceed an
aggregate maximum of four (4) days.' '
c. No one person shall accumulate more than six (6) days total from
Sections A and B together during one school year.
~~@m ~g The Besura shall comply with any reasonable request by the
Association for available information, for examination, and to make copies at the
Association's expense, excluding confidential personnel records.
~~1cl@m @g The President of the Association and OTthe Grievance Chairperson of
tile Association will have the right to go to other school buildings on Association
business during the periods when he/she has no assigned duties. He/she shall
request permission to go from the Principal to whom he/she reports, and in case
of his/her unavailability, from the Superintendent's Office. Neither shall disturb
any teacher's penormance of his/her classroom teaching au ties.
~@~fi@ID<ID:A 'copy of the official minutes of each Board meeting shall be sent to
the Association President.
-3-
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~~~1cl@rm7h Any member of the bargaining unit shall be entitled to have
representation during meetings between the Board and a bargaining unit member.
~~~a@rm~g The Association may use District duplicating equipment for
reproducing Association documents, memoranda, newsletters, and the like for
distribution to members of the bargaining unit, provided permission is granted by
the building principal in which the equipment is located and reimbursements of
direct costs are received by the District. Permission may be granted on an on-
going basis subject to the right of the District to rescind or, if the District needs
the equipment for Dis~ct purposes, to allocate time.
~ll<C&~.N 0 ~CQ)~ ~ ~~~1f~1f~ ~lOO1£1fTICQ)~~
~~@\d!.@rmJlg An open file of all posted or distributed operational memoranda shall .
be kept in each school's central office. The material in this file shall operate on a
two year cycle.
~~@rnl ~g When the Board has completed the compilation of Board policies and
regulations, they shall be made available to the Association for inspection.
~1rTI~~~ W 0 ~~(C~~
Whenever revision, adoption and/or deletion of cumculum is anticipated by
the district, the administration will meet with teachers affected by the change to
discuss recommendation's concerning curriculum changes. It is recognized that
any fmal decision will be made by the Board of Education.
~'1fTI~~~ m 0 1f~\Cllir~@} £~~ll@}~~~ ~ 1f~~W~~
~~@\d!.@mjJ,g Teachers in the School System shall receive notification of their
teaching programs or transfers for the ensuing school year as soon as professional
courtesy will permit, preferably by the end of the .current school year.
@~@m 2Jg In the event that tatteacher's program or assignment is chamged during
the summer vacation~ that teacher willt be informed of said change as sOlOnas
pos$ible~ preferably before the beginning of the next academic year. .
~~@rnl ~g The District shall make teacher duty tal.Ssignmentcsin such famanner -
that no elementary teachex- shall be assigned scheduled playground supemsion.
~G~@m1~: Ema duties assigned to teachers classified as special area teachers
will be distributed as equitably as possible 0
@~@m ~g Where a student who h~x-egularlyenrolled in a Chenango Valley
School qualifies for home teaching and the Chenango Valley School District is
-4-
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responsible .for the instruction and that instruction is scheduled after regular
school hours, preference for home instruction will be given to that student's
regularly assigned teachers.
~~~~@rn1~: Cafeteria duty for elementary classroom teachers (as distinguished
from special subject teachers such as art, music, reading, physical education,
special education, etc.) will be scheduled. to require duty not more often than once
every ten school days except in an emergency.
In the elementary schools a custodian will be given a primary assignment to
be at the cafeteria during the luncheon period for prompt clean up in case of food
or beverage spills.
,r
. In order that there continue to be current input to the Administration
concerning any problems in the supexvision of the students in the cafeteria during
lunch periods, a committee shall be formed at each elementary school chaired by
the Chairperson of the Building Liaison Committee and further composed of the
building principal and three other elementary teachers chosen by the faculty of
the building. This committee shall meet, at least quarterly', at the call of the
Chairperson and additionally on the written request of three members.
Minutes of each meeting shall be furnished to the Superintendent of
Schools and the President of the Association.
Teachers day of the week assignment shall rotate (i.e. a teacher shall not be
continually assigned the same day of the week).
~1fR<e1L~ WID!C>~~~IT£J1 ~~'1f ~~
The Board agrees that the recommendations of the State Education
Department in such special subject areas as Art, Music and Physical Education
are desirable goals. It also agrees to meet all State mandates in these areas.
~1fTI~J1~ ~ C>)J)m.@~@1fTI@~~
~~@ffi ng "Promotion positions" in this Article are defined as those positions
which pay a salary differential above the salary scale for the step of the holder
. and are included in the negotiating unit as recognized by the Board of .
Education.
~~@m ~g Vacancies in "promotion positions" covered by this Article which.
are caused by death, retirement, discharge, resignation, or by the creation of a
new position shall be filled pursuant to. the following procedures:
A. Such vacancies shall be adequately published, which shall mean as a
minimum, during the school year, that a notice shall be posted in every school
-5-
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building, clearly setting forth a description of the qualifications for the
position, including the duties and salary. During the summer such notices
shall be mailed to all 'employees Within the department and/or with the
necessary certification on file with the Board of Education.
B. Such notices shall be posted as far in advance as possible.
c. Employees who desire to apply for such vacancies shall submit their
applications in writing to the Superintendent or his/her authorized agent,
setting forth the date on which they became "certified" for the position.
D. All "certified" applicants who are employees of the District will be
interviewed by a member of the Administration who is involved in the selection
process. JU
E. Such vacancies shall be filled on the basis of qualification for the
vacant post. Present teachers in the system.will be given consideration.
However, qualified personnel may be considered whether or not then presently
employed in the system.
~@@\d!.@m~g All appointments to the aforesaid vacancies and openings shall be
made without regard to age, race, creed)! color, religion)! nationality)! sex or
marital status.
~@@\cl@rID.~: The position of Assistant to the Principal is considered a
"promotional position" and as such any future openings in said position shall
be posted by the District in accordance with the above procedures.
~~@lQ1 ~: The District will notify the Association if theTe occurs an
administrative vacancy for which applications are being sought.
~1fTI<C~~ m = 'jf~1fJID(Q)(Q)~~~ ~lDlIfJ~~
~~@lQ1 jJ,gThe BomU)! subject to authorization by the voteTs of the district,
will provide sufficient textbooks to msure that each pupil in a classroom has
textbooks for his oX"her own U$e.
Section 2: The Board agrees that before a change in tertlOOoks in the
elementary school is made)! administration in the elementary school will
discuss the change or new ~lection with elementary teachers.
Before a change in textbooks is made in a secondary school)! the
Department ChaiTpernon and/or tl1eprincipal will discuss the change with the
teachers in the department.
~~~@lQ1 ~g The recommendation of the teachers in the elementary schools or
the teachers in the respective secondary departments shall be considered by
-6-
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the administration in making their final recommendation to the Board of
Education as to the textbooks for their respective areas. .
.&1R?1rTI<C~~ oa'lr~<ClliI~IR? lOJ~~ «»w W&CCaJI1r~
~~~g@ml Jl~ The Board recognizes the need for teacher workrooms and
whenever possible will provide the space and necessary equipment. In the
elementary schools this includes surplus sample books that may be used as
resources.
~~~g@ml2J~Teachers desiring to utilize the school, for teaching related
activities, during the hours when access to the building is restricted, may
request permission from building principals and may use the building when
such permission is granted.
~~@fcl@ro~: The District will have a "pay telephone" installed in the Port
Dickinson Elementary School and Chenango Bridge Elementary School.
~@@1di@rn~: A telephone (through the school switchboard) will be installed in a
relatively private area of the Junior/Senior High School for use by secondary
. faculty. The administration shall determine the location of said phone.
Additionally one phone shall be installed in the coed faculty Toom (opposite
room 238) in the Junior/Senior High School. A telephone shall be installed in
the faculty room of the math wing.
~'1rR<C~~ ~ 0 'jf~<ClliI~~ ~~mJ.&1fTI@~
The Board and the Association acknowledge that the primary purpose of
teacher evaluation is to provide for the improvement of instruction.
~~ft@m ll.~ At the end of each probationary year a conference should be held
between the appropriate supervisor and probationary teacher. The purpose of.
this conference will be an over-all evaluation of the probationaxy teacher's
instructional perfonnance and profe.ssional conduct. Items to be diocussed in
each conference will include, but may not be limited to: (1) summary of '..
superviooxy reports, (2) appraisal of strengths, (3) identification of deficiencies,
(4) corrective suggestions, .(5)availability of assistance. .
A written report should be made of each conference. Probationary
teachers will be given a copy of said report and will have the right to discuss it
with the appropriate supervisor before it is submitted to the Superintendent of
Schools. or put in their files. Provisions of this section of this article shall not
apply to a probationary teacher whose services are terminated before the
completion of a probationary year or where continued employment is not
contemplated.
-7-
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As a professional courtesy, a probationary teacher whose services are
terminated before the completion of aprobationaxy year or where continued
employment is not contemplated, will be given items (2), (3) and (4) in writing if
the individual makes written request for same.
If any conference or report provided for above has not been
accomplished by May 20, the affected teacher may within 10 days thereafter
request the correction of such omission and such correction shall be
undertaken within 20 days of the request.
~~~@m ~g All monitoring or observation of the work performance of a teacher _
will be conducted openly and with fun knowledge of the teacher.
~G@\cl@W1~: Teachers will be given a copy of any evaluation report prepared by
their superiors and will have the right to discuss such report with their
superiors before it is submitted to the Superintendent of Schools or put into
their fues. If the teacher desires to respond in writing, the teacher may do so
and the writing will be forwarded to the Superintendent.
~G@\cl@W1~g It is recommended that non-tenure teachers be visited a minimum
of four times a year and all other teachers at least once a year. It is further
recommended that all visitations shall be completed prior to June 1.
~~@fcl@m'~g When deemed necessary by administration, complaints regarding
a teacher shall be called to the teacher's attention.
~~@IID. (§)~The following may observe a teacher for the purpose of writing
supervisoxy reports any time without prior notice to the teacher:
Superintendent of Schools, Assistant Su.perintendent, Principals, Vice-
Principals, or Administrative Assistant, Department Chairperson, Director of a
Department 'or a Tepresentative of the New York State Education Department.
~@@\d!,@W17Ig Beginning teachers will be notified before the first supervisoxy
classroom visito '
~~~@ffi ~: Teacher evaluation reports will be treated as confidential.
~~@ffi <&)gWhen a teacher evaluation report i~ made of rattenured teacher,
recognition of professional achievement shall be considered when appropriate.
~~@ffi ll@g It is su~e$~ed that one evaluation each year of a non-tenured
teacher be made by a second evaluatoro
~~@W1 J1llg A committee shall be created composed of two faculty members
to be appointed by the Association; one representative of Central
Administration designated by the Superintendent of Schools; a representative
of the Junior-Senior High School Administration designated by the
-8-
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Superintendent of Schools; a Department Chairperson to be chosen by all
Department Chairpersons; whose function shall be .
(1) To serve as a vehicle for the communication of ideas concerning the
relationship between Department Chairpersons and their Department
members;
(2) To consider operational problems of the Department Chairpersons
System.
. The Committee will not render formal reports but each member will
.
communicate to its constituency the pertinent work of the Committee.
.f
For purposes of this section "Coordinators" shall be treated as
Department Chairpersons.
ARTICLE XII - TEACHER PROTEC.TION
Section 1: The Board of Education.shall use all reasonable effort to provide
teachers safe and healthful conditions under which to carty out their
professional duties. If violence or threat of violence to teachers and/ or
students is implied by the words and/or actions of any student or group of
students, the teacher shall have the right to refer said student or students
from class to the administration for its assistance in alleviating said violence
or threat of violence. Psychological and social services shall where needed be
procured toward that end. The foregoing is not intended to abridge any legal
righ ts of an individual teacher.
Section 2: Whenever a teacher is absent from his/her employment and/or
unable to perform his or her duties as a result of accident, injuty or assault,
occurring in the course of his/her employment, and without his/her fault or
negligence, he/she will be paid his/her full salary, less the amount of any
worker's compensation award made in lieu of salary in accordance with B.
below, for temporary disability due to said accident, injuty or assault. Any
payment made for an injury that is later determined to be compensable shall
to the amount that would be payable under Worker's Compensation be.
.
regarded as an advance payment of compensation. Provisions of this article
shall have the following limitations. .
A. It shall become effective in each situation on the same date that a
worker's compensation claim is filed.
B. Any award shall be subject to the claim of the District for the
payment of advance compensation. The described salazy payment shall be
made for the duration of such disability or for one year, whichever is less. The
salary determination will be limited to that listed for the individual under the
-9-
basic salary schedule as designated in the Schedule for the teacher at the time
of the accident, injury or assault.
C. Should it later be determined by the Worker's Compensation Board
. and/or Administrative Judge or by any competent tribunal that the injury was
not within Section 2 above; then any payment made hereunder by the District
. shall be repaid to the District less any credit for sick days allowable and / or
personal days granted pursuant to this contract.
~~@fdt@ID~~ Teachers will immediately report all cases of assault, accident or
injury suffered by them in connection with their employment to their principal
or immediate supervisor.
~~~@rID.~~ The District shall reimburse teachers for the cost of replacing or
repairing, but to a sum not greater than its then value, dentures, eye glasses,
hearing aids, or similar bodily apparatuses not covered by workmen's
compensation which are damaged or destroyed during the course of the
teacher's employment as a result of an illegal bodily assault orin the required
supervision of students at recess in the elementary schools.
~IT~1L~ ~ Q 1!~<ClliI~~ WID1~
In order to continue the policy of a teacher having free access to his or
her file, the Board and the Association agree that:
~@@~@IID~~ Upon written request, each teacher shall have the right at a time
mutually convenient to review his or her personnel file~with the exception of
any confi9.ential references given at the time of his or her employment. Such
review shall be made in the presence of the administrator responsible for the
safekeeping.of such fi1es~or his/her representative. .The said confidential
.
references or any letters of recommendation to outside third parties written by
the administration after employment should be removed in the presence of the
teacher.
~~@m ~: A teacher shall have the right to answer in writing any complaints
fued in his or her personnel flle~and said statement: shall be reviewed by the
Superintendent of Schools or his/her agent and attached to the complaint,
and if the complaint is found to be without merit in the opinion of the
Superintendent, the Superintendent will direct the complaint to be removed
frem. the individual teacher's personnel rUleand the teacher so infonned.
~~@m ~~ Written notice will be sent to the teacher whenever new material is
placed in the teacher's personnel file.
~~@m ~~ A teacher shall be entitled to have a representative of his/her
choice accompany him/her during such review of his/her personnel file.
-10-
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Section 5: No materials shall be placed in a teacher's "Personnel File" by
Department Chairpersons or Coordinators; except reports as per Article XI.
Principals and/or the Superintendent or Assistant Superintendent may,
however, add material to a teacher's personnel file based upon material
furnished to them by Department Chairpersons or Coordinators.
Section 6: All future reports rendered under Article XI shall be placed in the
teacher's personnel flie.
Section 7: No material, even though otherwise permitted by this contract to
be added to a teacher's personnel file, shall be added to the teacher's
personnel file if more than three years have elapsed since (1) the happening of
the event constituting the subject matter of the material, or (2) lmowledge of
. .
the event has been acquired by the Administration, whichever is later.
If the District bases any formal disciplinary action on written. materials
in its possession, said material shall fIrst be placed in the teacher's personnel
file.
ARTICLE XIV - DEPARTMENT CHAIRPERSONS
Section 1: A Department Chairperson shall be. relieved, if he/she so desires
from class advisory duties, and all Department Chairpersons shall continue to
be relieved of detenti~n supervision, hall su.pervision, bus duty and study hall
su p.ervision.
Section 2: The differentials of Department Chairpersons shall be $3,154 for
Department Chairpersons with seven (7) or more teachers; and $2,616 for
Department Chairpersons with six (6) or less teachers.
Section 3: The following shall be considered the duties and responsibilities of
. Department Chairpersons at the Junior-Senior High School Building:
A. Work with the department constantly on the following:
1. Improvement of instruction.
2. A consistent marking arid grading procedure within the
department.
3. Participate in studies on failing students and other instructional
problems. .
B. To be knowledgeable of Board and Administrative policies, and
explain policies to department members when questions arise.
. C. Work closely with the high school principal and keep him/her
informed.of activities within the department. The principal is to be provided
-11-
with an agenda at least two days prior to department meetings and with
reports of all formal meetings.
D. It is recommended that department chairpersons will visit non-
ten ure teachers four times a year -- twice per semester --and all other
teachers in the department at least once a year. Beginning teachers will be
notified before the first visit if so desired by them. All other visitations can"be
unannounced. ."
E. Review the duplicate lesson plans that are handed in by teachers.
The Department Chairperson shall offer suggestions for improvement in these
plans where necessary.
F. Orient department members in regard to school policies, curriculum
content, and general school procedure. "This is in addition to the regular
orientation program. The high school principal shall be notified of consistent
laxity or disregard of suggestions.
G. Departmen t Chairpersons will bring to the attention of teachers in
the department new instructional materials, methods, and current literature.
in the field.
"H. Budget:
1. Coordinate department requests for instructional materials and
su pplies.
2. Review department requests to avoid duplication.
3. Conduct inventories of department texts and supplies when
necessary. Be aware of approximate quantities of supplies and
textbooks and their distribution within the department.
1. Textbooks
1. Work with department members and administration in the
selection of new texts.
2. Periodically review textbooks in use.
J. Under certain circumstances a Department Chairperson may be
required by the administration to schedule tWoperiods foX"observation,
planning and other functions.
~~@fQ1 ~g The fonowing are recognized as courtesies extended by the Board
of Education and Administra.tion to the Department Chairpersons:
A~ When possible, changes will be made in the master schedule with the
consultation of Department Chairpersons.
B." Department Chairpersons should be notified by the business office
as soon as possible of any incomplete orders. "
-12-
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C. Department Chairpersons shall be advised of, and involved in,
secondary school curriculum' planning for their own department.
ARTICLE XV - SUPPORTING PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
Section 1: Guidance Counselors
A. The Board and the Association agree that the job description for
Guidance Counselors in the Regulations of the Commissioner of Education of
New York State is a workable statement.
B. The differential for a permanently certified guidance counselor is
$2,632.
C. Guidance Counselors will follow the schedule established by the
.
approved school calendar. They will, however, be required to work the
additional days from the first working day in September until the last working
day in June.
ARTICLE XVI - SCHOOL DAY
Section 1: If a teacher has 'sufficient reason to leave a school building during
a non-instructional period, permission must be obtained from the building
administration. Professional courtesy requires that the office of.the building
be notified of departure and return. The administration may hold faculty
meetings at reasonable times in addition to the period of the instruction week.
Section 2: Lunch Period: All school teachers shall have a 30 minute duty
free lunch period each day, except that a teacher may not leave the school
premises unless permission has been granted pursuant to Section 1 above.
SectioD 3:
. Elementary school teachers will in addition to their lunch. period
have 2-1/2 hours per week preparation time during which, except in case of
emergency or special periods for testing, inventory, etc., they will not be .
assigned to any other duties. Such preparation periods will be sche~uled
when the pupils in the teacher's class are under direct supervision of other
certified personnel provided that such preparation periods for kindergarten
teachers will include time between the momingses.sion and the afternoon
kindergarten session. A re~sonable effort will be made to give elementary
school teachers a minimum of 30 minutes of preparation time per day. The
administration will meet .with a committee of elementary teachers (appointed
by the Association) in May of each year to secure their input for the planning
of a schedule that will accomplish said goaL Consideration will be given to:
the proper utilization of special teachers (art, music, physical education, etc.),
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the availability of instructional personnel, physical facilities, educational
criteria, and budgetary impact.
The above preparation time for kindergarten is while the kindergarten is
composed of half-day sessions. If the district switches to a full-day
kindergarten then the parties agree to negotiate the issue of preparation time
for kindergarten teachers.
~~@'ldl@rID.~: Preparation time in Secondaxy Schools: Secondary school.
teachers except guidance teachers, nurses, and librarians will (except in cases
of emergency) in addition to their lunch period, have at least one preparation
period or its equivalent during which they will not be assigned to any other
duties. Guidance teachers, nurses, and librarians will ,carry out their
necessary preparations on an intermittent basis during the working day.
~(S~it@lQl~S'hJunior-Senior High School Bus Duty: If a "late" bus duty
assignment overlaps an assigned extra-curricular responsibility, the
administration will, except in an emergency, adjust the bus duty schedule to
alleviate the conflict. It is the teacher's responsibility to bring the above to the
District's attention.
~~~@lQl (§>~When the need for workshops arise, an effort will be made ta
consider conducting said workshop during the 9th period in the Junior-Senior
High School or after student dismissal but beforethe custamary end of the
teacher day in the elemen taxy schools. The u tilizB.tion of a portian of a
superintendent's conference day will also be considered. If a workshop is
conducted on a superintendent's conference day no iIi-semce credit will be
awarded. The District will solicit input from teachers affected regarding the
date and time of said workshop.
If the workshop is held outside the normal workday, then one-half of an
m-sernce credit will be given for each 3-hour block of time if the workshop is
presented during the week. If the workshop is presented on a Saturday, then
the teacher shall be given one-half in-service credit for each 3-hour black af
time plus paid at the rate of Article XXI Section 2.Bo1 for $Sid time.
This section is intended to deal with up to a six (6) hour total per year
per teacher 0
In-sexvice hours credited under this section shall Xl(Q)tbe subject to any
maximum except for the salary schedule.
~'1fTI<C&~ ~ Q ~<cmr@@)1 ~~~~~
~@@'cl@mJ1gThe Association recognizes the responsibility of the Board subject
to the specific requirements of this contract to determine the School CaJlendaro
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~~@~@ID ~: T~e Board agrees to make available the proposed. calendar to the
Association prior to approval, and the Association shall have the right to make
suggestions on the proposed calendar prior to its approval by the Board. In
addition, on or about November 15, the Superintendent will confer with the
President of the Association with respect to any suggestions the Association
may have for a calendar for the next year.
~@~@ID~g Length of Wark Year: The work year of teachers shall begin no
.
earlier than September 1 and .enq no later than June 30, and shall reflect the
total number of days paid, vacation 4ays, and instruction days as set forth iri
the calendar for the respective school year, except as within said period
alterations are required by circumstances not under the control of the Board
of Education in order to insure the minimum days of instruction to meet the .
requirements for State Aid.
.
~~~1cl@m~g Elementary teachers shall be given one-half day during the last
week of the flTst semester for clerical work. All days exceeding tl:1enecessary
180 state aid days shall be given elementary teachers, for clerical purposes,
during the last week of school. .
~~@ID ~g Kindergarten teachers will have four (4) half days per school year
for parent-teacher conferences as long as the kindergarten teacher has two (2)
kindergarten class sessions each day. Kindergarten teachers will have two (2)
half days per school year fOi;"parent-teacher conferences iCa full-day
kindergarten schedule is in effect for the teacher, or if the teacher has only one
(1) half-day kindergarten session each day.
~1fll(gJ1~ ~ o~~~CC~
~~@m Jig Liability Insurance -The Board shall cany liability insurance
affording to persons included within this unit, for activities within the scope of
their duties, coverage and limits at least equal to that currently provided by
Utica Mutual Insurance Company. .
~~@ID 2Jg Health Insurance -This district agrees to pay the full cost of the
Central New York Regionwide Plan ("Select Blue") for the eligible individual
. employee. This District will pay ninety percent (90°/0)of the cost for the
dependent pTovisionsof this plan. This provision does not apply to health
.
msurance options that may now be available lOrmay become available during'
the term of this contract.
It is further understood and agreed that t..~ereshall be included in the
Plan (1) retired employees (past and future) in the plan at 100/90 participation
rate (exclusive of those retirees that accept employment wherein they have
equal or better health care coverage), (2) surviving spouse and dependents (as
defined in the. Internal Revenue Code) are coverable through payment by the
-15-
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said spouse or dependent of 100% of the cost of the. plan, (3) disabled
employees up to one year of coverage, and (4) a prescription drug rider with $2
co-pay for generic and $5 co-pay for brand name drugs.
~~~a@&\ ~~ Dental Insurance -The District will co.operate in the maintenance
of a Blue Cross/Blue Shield Plan A Basic, Supplemental Basic, Orthodontics,
Periodontics, and Prosthetics Dental Insurance Plan. The District will pay
$44,000 toward the full premium charge for personal coverage of the plan for
bargaining unit members and retirees who were formerly members of this
bargaining unit.
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
B.A. B.A. M.A. M.A.
B.A. DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE
DEGREE +30 M.A. +60 +30 +60
STEP or LESS CR BRS DEGREE CR BRS CR BRS CR BRS
1 30,100 30,803 31,156 31,508 32,213 32,916
2 30,956 31,659 32,012 32,364 33,069 33,772
3 31,456 32,159 32,512 32,864 33,569 34,272
4 31,980 32,683 33,036 33,388 34,093 34,796
5 32',504 33,206 33,560 33,911 34,616 35,319
6 33,055 33,757 34,110 34,462 35,167 35,870
7 33,606 34,308 34,661 35,013 35,718 36,421
8 34,204 34,908 35,260 35,612 36,315 37,018
9 34,802 35,505 35,857 36,209 36,914 37,616
10 35,400 36,103 36,456 36,807 37,511 38,215
11 36,052 36,754 37,106 37,458 38,162 38,865
12 36,754 37,458. 37,810 38,162 38,865 39,570
13 37,583 38,338 38,719 39,096 39,851 40,609
14 38,414 39,228 40,040 40,448 40,855 41,667
15 39,427 40,267 41,103 41,290 41,750 42,774
16. 40,171 41,059 41,943 42,125 '42,636 43,660
17 40,915 41,845 42,775 42,964 43,522 44,545
18 41,660 42,638 43,614 43,800 44,406 45,428
19 42,406 43,428 44,450 44,638 45,289 46,360
20 43,147 44,221 45,289 45,476 46,174 47,243
21 43,894 45,009 46,128 46,312 47,059 48,127
22 44,638 45,802 46,962 47,150 47,943 49,012
23 45,381 46,593 47,801 47,987 48,824 49,895
24 46,128 47,382 48,637 48,824 49,709 50,.779
25 ..46,870 48,174 49,476 49,663 50;591 51,663
26 47,6]4 48,966 50,315 50,499 51,476 52,546
27 48,733 50,127 51,521 51,708 52,732 53,850
28 49,849 51,292 52,732 52,918 53,991 55,152
29 50,966 52,451 53,941 54,129 55,244 56,455
30 52,080 53,616 55,152 55,337 56,500 57,712
31 53,199 54,779 56,360 56,547 57,758 58,965
32 54,314 55,944 57,569 57,758 59,014 60,224
33 55,431 57,105 58,779 58,965 60,268 61,479
34 56,547 58,270 59,989 60,174 61~526
.
62, 733,
35 57,662 59,431 61,198 61,383 62,782 63,.988
36 58,689 60,453 62,223 62,408 63,803 65,012
ARTICLE XIX - SALARY
Section 1:
A. This District hereby establishes the following salary schedule and
principles of application for the 1996-97 school year .
1996-97 SALARY SCHEDULE 0.00% $1,550
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.(1) (2) (3) (~) (5) (6)
B.A. B.A. M.A. M.A.
B.A. DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE
DEGREE +30 M.1L +60 +30 +60
STEP oX' LESS CR BRS DEGREE CR BRS CR.BRS . ellBRS
1 30,350 31,078 31,444 31,808 32,539 33,267
2 31,184 31,912 32,278 32,642 33,373 34,101
3 32,070 .32,' 799 33,164 33,529 34,259 34,988
~32,588 33,317 33,682 34,047 34,777 35,506
5 33,131 33,860 34,225 34,590 35,320 36,049
6 33,674 34,401 34,768 35,132 35,862 36,590
7 34,245 34,972 35,338 35,703 36,433 37,161
8 34,816 35,543 35,909 36,273 37,004 37,732
9 35,435 36,165 36,529 36,894 37,622 38,351
10 36,055 36,783 37,148 37,513 38,243 38,970
11 36,674 37,403 37,768 38,132 38,861 39,591
12 37,350 38,077 38,442 38,806 39,536 40,264
13 38,077 38,806 39,171 39,536 40,264 40,995
l~ 38,936 39,'718 40,113 40,503 41,286 42,071
15 39,797 40,640 41,481 41,904 42,326 43,167
16 40,846 41,717 42,583 42,776 43,253 44,314
17 \ 41,617 42,537. 43,453 43,642 44,171 45,232
18 42,388 43,351 44,315 44,511 45,089 46,149
19 43,160 44,173 45,184 45,377 46,005 47,063
20 43,933 44,991 46,050 46,245 46,919 48,029
21 44,700 45,813 46,919 47,113 47,836 48,944
22 45,474 46,629 47,789 47,979 48,753 49,860
23 46,245 47,451 48,653 48,847 49,669 50,776
2~ 47,015 48,270 49,522 49,715 50,582 51,691
25 47,789 49,088 50,388 50,582 51,499 52,607
26 48,557 49,908 51,257 51,451 52,412 53,523
27 49,328 50,729 52,126 52,317 53,329 54,438
28 50,487 51,932 53,376 53,569 54,630 55,789
29 51,644 53, 13'9 54,630 54,823 55,935 57,137
30 52,801 54,339 55,883 56,078 57,233 58,487
31 53,955 55,546 57,137 57,329 58,534 59,790
32 55,114 56,751 58,389 58,583 59,837 61,088
33 56,269 57,958 59,641 59,837 61,139 62,392
3~ 57,427 59,161 60,895 61,088 62,438 63,692
35 58,583 60,368 62,149 62,340 63,741 64,991
36 59,738 61,571 63,401 63,593 65,042 66,292
37 60,802 62,629 64,463 64,655 66,100 67,352
Bo 1997-98 SALARY SCHEDULE 3.60% $0
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
B.A. B.A. M.A. M.A.
B.A. DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE
DEGREE +30 M.A. +60 +30 +60
STEP or LESS CR BRS DEGREE CR BRS CR BRS CR BRS
1 JO,950 31,678 32,044 32,408 33,139 33,867
2 31,790 32,518 -32,884 33,248 33,979 34,707
3 32,624 33,352 33,718 34,082 34,813 35,541
4 33,510 34,239 ,34,604 34,969 35,699 36,428
5 34,028 34,757 35,122 35,487 36,217 36,946
6 34,571 35,300 35,665 36,030 36,760 37,489
7 35,114 35,-841 3 6 , 208' 36,572 37,302 38,030
8 35,685 36,412 36,778 37,143 37,873 38,601
9 36,256 36,983 37,349 37,713 38,444 39,172
10 36,875 37,605 37,969 38,334 39,062 39,791
11 37,495 38,223 38,588 38,953 39,683 40,410
12 38,114 38,843 39,208 39,572 40,301 41,031
13 38,790 39,517 39,882 40,246 40,976 41,704-
14 39,517 40,246 40,611 40,976 41,704 42,435
15 40,376 41,3.58 41,553 41,943 42,726 43,511
16 41,237 42,080 42,921 43,344 43,766 44,607
17 42,286 43,157 44,023 44,216 44,693 45,754
18 43,057 43,977 44,893, 45,082 45,611 46,672
19 43,828 44,791 45,755 45,951 46,529 47,589
20 44,600 45,613 46,624 46,817 47,445 48,503
21 45,373 46,431 47,490 47,685 48,359 49,469
22 46,140 47,253 48,359 48,553 49,276 50,384
23 46,914 48,069 49,229 49,419 50,193- 51,300
24 47,685 48,891 50,093 50,287 51,109 52,216
25 48,455 49,710 50 , 962 51,155 52,022 53,131
26 49,229 50,528 51,828 52,022 52,939 54,047
27 49,997 51,348 52,697 52,891 53,852 54,963
28 50,768 52,169 53,566 53,757 54,769 55,878
29 51,927 53,372 54,816 55,009 56,070 57,229
30 53,084 54,579 56,070 56, -263 57,375 58,577
31 54,241 55,779 57,323 57,518 58,673 59,927
32 55,395 56,986 58,577 58,769 59,974 61,230
33 56,554 58,191 59,829 60,023 61,277 62,528
34 57,709 59,398 61,081 61,277 62,579 63,832
35 58,867 60,601 62,335 62,528 63,878 65,132
36 60,023 61,808 63,589 63,780 65,181 66,431
37 61,178 63,011 64,841 65,0;33 66,4e2 67,732
38 62,242 64,069 65,903 66,095 67,540 68,792
c. 1998-99 SALARY SCHEDULE 0.00% $1,440
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D. Column (1) shall apply to all fun-time, fully certified teachers with
less than five years of preparation. Column (2) shall apply to.all full-time, fully
certified teachers with a Baccalaureate Degree and who have completed a fifth
year of preparation but less than six years of preparation. Co.lumn (3) shall
apply to. all said teachers with a Masters Degree. Column (4) shall apply to all
said teachers with a Baccalaureate Degree who have completed a sixth year of
preparation. Column (5) shall apply to all said teachers who have completed
the M.A. Degree and 30 credit hours in graduate courses. Column (6) shall
apply to all said teachers who have completed the M.A. Degree and 60 credit.
hours in graduate courses.
E. If a teacher contemplates taking courses and expects to. receive
salary credit for such courses, it shall be the responsibility of the teacher to
have such courses appro.ved by the Superintendent of Schools or his/her
designee before the courses are taken.
~~1dl@m ~~ If an accredited teacher is hiTed in the teacher's field of experience
during the duration of this contract said teacher shall be placed upon the
schedule set forth in Section 1 by being allowed at least one year credit for
each year of experience .as a certified. teacher up to. at least three (3) years.
~~@\cl@m~g Remuneration for Adult Education teaching (if such a program is
carried on by the District) and Home Teaching shall be at the rate $19.61 per
instructienal hour. Any travel will be at the expense of the teacher if the
teaching is within the district.
~~@m ~: Retirement - upon notice prior to Aprillstp and effective July 18t*
ef the member's intention to retire, the Bargaining Unit member shall receive
upon retirement $385 for each year of servicep up to 33 years; in the Chenango
Valley or constituent districts. The retiree shall receive said ameunt on July 1
of the year of retirement.
Definition of 'Retirement' -a retiree pursuant to the retirement eligibility
requirements of the New York State Teachers Retirement System or Tesigns
from the District at age 55 OTolder.
'C1 Should an individual flTst become eligible during the time period
between July 1st and the flTst day of school, for tile subsequent yearp said
individual can retire on $Sliddate and still is eligible for tile sevemnce pay
provided said individual gives notice by.April 1st.
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Section 5: Teaching Assistant
The starting salary for a teaching assistant shall be $20,000.
Section 6: Tuition fees will be waived for children of Chenango Valley Central
School District teachers (including teachers who retire or become disabled
while members of the bargaining unit) who live outside of the District yet wish
their children to attend classes in the Chenango Valley Central School District.
Section 7: Teachers will be paid one-third of the difference of the BA and MA
.
columns for the first block of 10 graduate hours and an additional one-third of
the difference for the second block of 10 graduate hours. The appropriate step
on the schedule shall determine the BA--MArow to be used.
. Section 8: School Nurse
A. Returning school nurses shall receive the following increases in
salary:
1996-97: 3.7%
1997-98: 3.60/0
1998-99: 3.20/0
B. The starting salary'for school nurses shall be:
1996-97: $19,300
1997-98: $19,500
1998-99: $19,700
ARTICLE XX . PAY PERIODS AND DEDUCTIONS
Section 1:
A. Payment of annual salary for professional staff will be divided into
twenty-four payments for the school year September 1st through June 30. .
With the professional staff members 'on a ten-month basis, a fmal check in
June which includes the equivalent of four (4) of the twenty-four (2.4)
payments will be received unless one of the options in Section B below is
elected.
B. Prior to June 15 of the preceding school year a teacher may elect one
of the following payment plans for his or her annual salary:
1. The annual salary will be divided into 20 equal
payments with each check to be the same, starting with the
second pay period of the school year.
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2. The annual salary will be divided into twenty-six (26) payments. A
final check in June will include the equivalent of six (6) of the
twenty-six payments.
~~~~~@ml~~ The Board shall provide that, whenever duly authorized (except as
in 4 and 6 below) by any teacher on a form or forms provided by the Board,
payroll deductions on behalf of such teacher shall be made every payday, and
paid over in accordance with such form or forms for any or all of the following:
1. Purchase of United States Savings Bonds
2. Donations to Broome County United Fund
3. Local Association Dues
a. The membership dues for the Association shall be
continuous over a 20 payment period, commencing with the second pay in
September. Dues deduction cards must be presented to the payroll clerk at
least ten (10) days before the second payroll period. It is agreed that'late
requests will be honored at any time during the deduction period provided
such requests are submitted two (2) weeks in advance.
b. Any exnployee may withdraw his/her authorization of the
previous year ,upon written notice to the payroll office by September 15.
c. Information for tax purposes can be obtained from the stub
attached to each check and' will not be furnished separately by the payroll
office.
d. Funds will be forwarded to the Association treasurer within 2
business days after each payday, together with a list of teachers from whom
deductions were made, the amount withheld, and a summary of total amount
deducted to date.
e. The Association retains the right to determine the appropriate
authorization forms for dues deduction.
4. Agency Fee
. a. The District shall, subject to Article XXVII Section 4, deduct
an Agency Fee from the paycheck of each member of the bargaining unit
represented by the CVTA. This deduction shall commence With the second pay
period in September and shall be continuous for a 20 payment period. .
b. The District will, subject to Article XXVIISection 4, remit the
amount of such Agency Fee in the same manner as local association dues.
Co The CVTA will initially notify'the District 'as to the total
amount of the Agency Fee to be deducted by September 15th of each year.
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d. Should an employee commence service in the District after
the start of the Agency Fee deduction, the Agency Fee due will be pro-rated
and.divided equally among the remaining paychecks in the school year.
5. Health. Insurance and Dental Insurance
6. Premiums for Tax Sheltered Annuity (one change a year, Le., 1
commencement or 1 cessation or 1 cessation/ commencement)
7. Broome County Tea.chers Federal Credit Union
8. Repayment of loans to New'York State Retirement System
9. NYSUTBenefit Trust
10. There shall be an IRS-125 Plan. Any changes in the plan
(including startup and/or administrative fees) and/or the
administrator shall be' negotiated by the parties.
ARTICLE XXI - EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
When any of the following Extra-Curricular Activities are included in the
Board of Education program as a paid activity by the Board of Education for
any school year within the effective period of this contract, the following
remuneration and conditions shall apply:
Section 1: Cheerleaders and Cheerleader advisors exist to function at athletic
events only and are therefore, considered part of the athletic program and will
be given consideration as to' salary and responsibility as .part of athletics.
Section 2: All existing clubs and organizations active at this time have been
divided into two categories:
A. Those that function primarily during and as a ninth
period activity.
B. Those that function consistently or entirely beyond the ninth period
or in the evening. .
1. All club advisors in category A will not receive any specified
remuneration. They are, however, entitled to be reimbursed for
reasonable expenses incurred in the course of their duties.
These expenses are limited to travel, lodging, and meals. In
addition, advisors are occasionally required to spend parts of
weekends to earlY out !unctions and will be compensated at
the rate of $33.19 per partial day for 1996-97, $34.19 for 1997-
98, $35.22 for 1998-99;'and $76.56 for 1996-97 for a day of at
least equal length to a normal school day, $78.86 for 1997-98,
an4 $81.23 for 1998-99. These functions must have prior
administrative approval, and the function must be clearly
identifiable as a recognized secondary club and the activity
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1996-97 1997-98 1998-99
STAGE BAND $899 $926 $954
MARCHING BAND
STEP 1 $2,129 $2,193 $2,259
STEP 2 $2,493 $2,568 $2,645
SPECIALTY COORDINATOR
FOR MARCHING BAND $494 $509 $524
VAL AIRES .$899 $926 $954
DEBATE $477 $491 $506
MOCK TRIAL $477 . $491 $506
DRAMATICS $1,485 $1,530 $1,576
CO-DIRECTOR $712 $733 $755
SCHOOL NEWSPAPER $899 $926 $954
SKI CLUB
SENIOR HIGH $759 $782 $805
JUNIOR HIGH $759 $782 $805
YEARBOOK $1,787 $1,841 $1,896
YEARBOOK ASSISTANT $494 $509 $524
MATHALETES $35.54 $36.61 $37.71
CHESS CLUB $35.54 $36.61 $37.71
HONOR SOCIETY $618 $637 $656
CHIEF CLASS ADVISOR $302 . $311 $320
SENIOR CLASS ADVISOR $694 $715 $736
JR. HIGH STAGE BAND . $750 $773 $796
CHENANIGALS $706 $727 $749
KEY CLUB $367 $378 $389
LITERARY ARTS MAG. $367 $378 $389
ART CLUB $367 $378 $389
6TH GRADE MUSICAL DIR. $367 $378 $389
ODYSSEY OF THE MIND DIR. $618 $637 $656
STUDENT COUNCIL ADVISOR $899 $926 $954
SR. HIGH SADD ADVISOR $694 $715 $736
identifiable as one of that club. This provision is in no way
in tended to cover curricular activity.
2. The following clubs or organizations in group B will be
compensated by an amount of money as noted:
3. Supervisory responsibility at athletic events will be
reimbursed at the rate of $10.88 per hour for 1996-97, $11.21
for 1997-98, and $11.55 for 1998-99, including ticket takers. .
The choice of personnel shall be an administrative function.
Participation by the member of the unit shall be voluntary.
. 4. Curricular activities such as Intramurals, music programs not
mentioned above, and field trips, shall be entitled to be
reimbursed for reasonable expenses incurred in the course of
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the assigned teachers' duties on Saturdays and Sundays.
These expenses are limited to travel, lodging, and meals. In
addition, these teachers are occasionally required to spend
parts of weekends (Saturdays, or Sundays, or four or more
hours on Fridays after regular school hours) to carry out their
functions and will be compensated at the rate of $33.19 per
partial day for 1996-97, $34.19 for 1997-98, $35.22 for 1998-
99; and $76.56 for 1996-97 for a day of at least equal length to
.a normal school day, $78.86 for 1997-98, and $81.23 for 1998-
. 99. The Friday su pervi soIY time would be eligible for partial day
payment. For these functions the number of teachers involved
must have prior administrative approval, and the function
must be clearly identifiable as one of that activity.
5. All clubs will be considered for reasonable transportation
requests provided such transportation is available and within
budgetary limits.
Section 3: The Athletic Coaches Salary Schedule is established as a three step
schedule by group.
The listing of coaches is only a guide and the determination as to the
number of coaches in each sport shall be made by the Superintendent of
Schools or his/her designee.
GROUP I
Varsity Football
Varsity Basketball
Varsity Wrestling
Varsity Girls' Basketball
GROUP II
Varsity Baseball
Varsity Volleyball
.
Varsity Softball
Varsity Swimming
Varsity Soccer
Varsity Track.
Varsity Football Assistant
* Junior Varsity Football
Junior Varsity Football Assistant
Junior Varsity Basketball
Junior Varsity Girls' Basketball
Junior Varsity Wrestling
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VARSITY FOOTBALL $3,570 $4,108 $4,649
VARSITY BASKETBALL $3,389 $3,927 $4,468
VARSITY $2,760 $3,298 $3,836
WRESTLING
VAR. GIRLS BASKETBALL $2,760 $3,298 $3,836
GROUP II $2,400 $2,760 $3,119
GROUP III $2,218 $2,490 $2,760
GROUP IV $2,040 $2,313 $2,579
CHEERLEADERS
tryARSITY $2,040 $2,313 $2,579
JR. VARSITY $2,040 $2,313 $2,579
GROUP III
Varsity Tennis
Varsity Cross Country
Varsity Track Assistant
Junior Varsity Baseball
Junior Varsity Girls' and
Boys' Soccer
,Junior Varsity Softball
Junior Varsity Volleyball
Modified Basketball A
tr Modified Football 9
Modified Football Assistant 9
GROUP IV
Varsity Bowling
Varsity Golf
Modified Wrestling
,Modified Basketball B
Modified Tennis
Modified Softball
Modified Soccer
Modified Swimming
tr Modified Track
'
Modified Cross Country
Modified Base ball
Modified Track Assistant
Extramural Football
Extramural Basketball
(All other modified sports not found in Groups I -III shall be placed in Group
IV.)
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COACHING 1997.98
YEAR 1 YEAR 3 YEAR 5
GROUP I
VARSITY FOOTBALL $3,677 $4,231 $4,788
VARSITY BASKETBALL $3,491 $4,045 $4,602
VARSITY $2,843 $3,397 $3,951
WREstLING
VAR. GIRLS BASKETBALL $2,843 $3,397 $3,951
GROUP II $2,472 $2,843 $3,213
GROUP III $2,285 $2,565 $2,843
GROUP IV $2,101 $2,382 $2,656
CHEERLEADERS
.VARSlTY $2,101 $2,382 $2,656
JR.VARSlTY $2,101 $2,382 $2,656
COACHING 1998-99
YEAR 1 YEAR 3 YEAR 5
GROUP I
VARSITY FOOTBALL $3,787 $4,358 $4,932
VARSITY BASKETBALL $3,596 $4,166 $4,740
VARSITY $2,928 $3,499 $4,070
WRESTLING
VAR. GIRLS BASKETBALL $2,928 $3,499 $4,070
GROUP II $2,546 $2,928 $3 ,309
GROUP III $2,354 $2,642 $2,928
GROUP IV $2,164 $2,453 $2,736
CHEERLEADERS
.VARSlTY $2,164 $2,453 $2,736
JR. VARSITY $2,164 $2,453 $2,736
* $168 for 1996-97, $173 for 1997-98, $178 for 1998-99, additional for being in
charge of program. .
All new appointees will be placed on Step 1.
/
In the 1996-97, 1997-98, 1998-99 school years, movement within the schedule
will be based upon years of experience in the same position within the district.
If any coach is moved to a higher group within the same generic sport he/she
shall receive a salary in the new position as set forth on the above schedule or
at the salary he/she would have received had he/she not been promoted,
whichever is the higher.
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$<S~~@ml~g So long as permitted by law, coaches salaries will be paid in two
(2) equal checks, one at mid point and one at end of season, withholding a flat
percentage of 20% without allowing for the withholding exemptions or
allowances the employee claimed on his/her form W4.
~1rTI(cJL~ ~1r 0 JL~ mm @W~~~~<C~
The periods of LEAVES OF ABSENCE and conditions thereof for the District
are as follows:
~~~@rnl ~g Each teacher shall be allowed fifteen days "sick leave" absence
from school each year of service within the district, beginning July 1, 1963, by
reason of personal illness at full pay, cumulative to one hundred eighty':' five ,
days at full pay, with each teacher to retain any unused accumulated sick
leave accumulated under the regulations in effect prior to September 1" 1963,
but with accumulated half days to be pro-rata reduced to full days. Leave
accumulated hereunder shall be accumulated subject to the same rights as if
accumulated pursuant to (Sec. 300S-b) of the Education Law.
~~<e\di@ID~: One personal day, with pay, (without explanation by the teacher)
will be granted' by the Superintendent of Schools, provided that not more than
five percent (5%) of the staIf shall be granted such leave on the same date and
provided further that the teacher will, whenever possible, request such
personal day at least three (3) school days prior to the date of the proposed
absence. Such days shall not be available for vacation or recreational
purposes.
~@~@IID.~~ Miscellaneous leaves of absence with or without pay up to a total
of nine (9) days in anyone year for purposes other than set forth above may be
granted at the discretion of the Superintendent of Schools.
A. Such days shall not customarily be available for vacation oX"
recreation. Applications will be acted upon in light of facts and
circumstances existing at the time. Past practicep as it relates to vacation
and recreation purposes, shall be no effect. The Superintendent's
discretion on granting or denying such leave shall be conclusive and the
same shall not be subject to further review in any forum.
~~~@ffi ~~ Any leave of absence in excess of two weeks must be ratified by
the Board of Education, and if it is for a purpose other than set forth above, be
subject to such additional rules and regulations as it may impose.
~~@\cl@ID§)g Personal or visiting days will not be granted on the day before or
the day immediately. after a vacation period. (Specifically, Thanksgiving,
Christmas an<i Easter periods.) This regulation does not apply to days granted
because of death or illness in the immediate family.
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Section 6: All sick leave is subject to the approval of the Superintendent of
Schools and proof of illness satisfactory to him/her must be submitted at
his/her request. .
Section 7: Child Care Leave.
A. Upon a request, a teacher shall be granted a child care leave for a
period of up to two years, provided:
.
1. a written request is made at least thirty (30) days prior to
commencement of the leave;
2. the child concerned, whether natural or adopted, is under the age
of two (2) years at the inception of the leave; .
3. the other spouse, if any, does not also have a child care, or
equivalent leave, and
4. the applicant has not had a similar leave during the two years
preceding the date of commencement of leave.
B. The teacher may return at the beginning of a semester provided
he/ she gives thirty (30) days written notice of his/her intent to return.
Section 8: Jury Duty.
Personnel summoned for jury duty during regularly scheduled work days
will continue to receive their regular pay.. The teacher. will reimburse the
District compensation received from the 'Court, less mileage and meal
allowances. Absence for jury duty is exclusive from other leave provisions of
this contract.
Section 9: Sabbatical Leave.
It is hereby declared the policy of
'this School District that sabbatical
leaves will be granted by the Board of Education to members of the teaching
staff of this district within the following guidelines: .
A. Eligibility: To be considered for sabbatical leave, a staff member must
meet the following requirements:
1. be a qualified staff member.
2. have completed at the commencement of any leave period
seven (7) years as an employee of the District.
3. made application by March 1 preceding the year for which
sabbatical is applied. .
"
4. agree not to accept employment with any other elementary or
secondary public school system within the State while on leave.
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B. Terms and Conditions: Teachers eligible for sabbatical grants will
have the option of one (1) of the following sabbatical plan$. In any case the
leave must be for the purpose of planned study. Study can include travel and
similar participation experiences if submitted as part of a planned program.
At least two (2) years of fu ture service following the completion of the leave
must be guaranteed by the applicant as a condition of the leave.
Plan 1. A sabbatical grant for one (1) school semester at full pay.
Plan 2. A sabbatical grant for one (1) school year at half pay.
C. Criteria for Selection:
1. The number on sabbatical leave will not exceed approximately
one (1) percent of the staff per year.
2. Consideration in selection will be given to seniority and to the
reasonable availability of proper replacement for personnel
desiring leave.
.
3. The relative benefit to the school of the applicant's planned
educational program will be considered.
4. The applicant must have the recommendation of the
Superintendent of Schools and the approval of the Board of
Education.
~~~~@lQ1 Jl(Q):Sick Leave Bank
A. The purpose of the. Sick Leave Bank is to provide for extended
sick leave for the teacher who suffers an illness or accident
requiring a convalescence thereby exhausting his/her sick leave.
Any potential applicant may apply for leave under this Bank on
or after five (5) days prior to the time tile member has exhausted
his/her accumulated sick leave. When the member is deemed to
qualify as hereinafter set forth, such applicant will be
compensated at the regular rate of pay retroactive to the first day
.
of long texm illness fonowingwhich his/her accumulated sick
leave ha.s expired, subject, however, to the duration of the
approved extended sick leave.
B. One sick leave day shall be deducted each year commencing with
the current year from the personal sick leave accumulation of
each teacher and placed in the Sick Leave Bank until a total
accumulation of two hundred (200) is achieved. .
c. Once the Bank is fully funded, when the accumulated days fall.
below 200, each member of the unit will contribute from his/her
entitled sick leave an additional day or days to restore the 200
day credit.
D. Written request for utilization of Sick Bank days by an individual
member of the unit shall be accompanied by a doctor's statement
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that the applicant cannot work and is unable to perfonn
substitute duty due to illness and setting forth the doctor's
opinion as to the probable date of return. The request shall be
submitted to the Superintendent of Schools who shall have sole
authority over the approval or disapproval of the request. The
Superintendent will provide each applicant with a written
response to his/her request. The decisions of the Superintendent
shall be final and binding upon all parties with respect to the
administration of the Sick Leave Bank.
The decision of the Superintendent under this paragraph D is
reviewable under the grievance procedure only if that decision is
arbitrary and/or capricious under the facts and circumstances existing
at the time of decision and apart from any previous practice.
E. Withdrawals for any individual will be limited to a total of sixty
(60) days per application. When a member's absence' extends
beyond the 60 day coverage, the member may then reapply,
complying with "D" and subject to liD"above, to the
Superintendent for further coverage.
F. Until the bank is fully funded in the event that more than one
applicant applies and that insufficient days remain in the Bank,
days may be apportioned among two or more applicants by the
Superintendent and this allocation shall not be ,subject to the
grievance procedures herein set forth.
ARTICLExxm - GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
In order to insure a harmonious and cooperative relationship between
teachers, administrators and the Board of Education of the Chenarigo Valley
Cen tral School District, it is declared to be the purpose of this grievance'
procedure to provide an orderly settlement of differences promptly and fairly as
herein provided.
1. Should any difference arise between the Board and the Association as to
the meaning and application of, or compliance with~ the provisions of this
agreement, or should any employee have a grievance with respect thereto, an
honest effort shall be made to settle the saIIle promptly through the following
. procedure in the order specified:
'
First Stage. A. The first stage of the grievance procedure shall consist of
the aggrieved party orally informing his/her immediate superior as to the
nature of his/her grievance and his/her immediate superior shall.confer with
him/her and after such reasonable investigation as the immediate superior
shall deem necessary, advise the aggrieved party as to his/her decision
concerning the grievance. This decision can be rendered orally and informally.
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B. The first stage must be instituted by the aggrieved party within 30
school days of the occurrence of the act which is the basis of the grievance.
c. The first stage shall be regarded as concluded on the date that the
immediate superior informs the aggrieved party of the disposition of the
grievance, or seven (7) school days after the first stage is instituted, whichever
occurs first.
Second Stage. A. If the grievance has not been resolved at the
conclusion of the first stage, the .aggrieved party may submit a written
statement to the Superintendent of Schools requesting a review of the
determination of the immediate superior. The written statement must be
delivered personally to the Superintendent of Schools or mailed to the
Superintendent of Schools at the Board of Education Office by registered mail,
postage prepaid.
B. The second stage must be instituted within 10 school days from the
conclusion of the first stage. .
c. The second stage shall be regarded as concluded on the date the
Superintenden t informs the aggrieved party of the disposition of the grievance,
or 15 school days after the second stage is instituted, whichever occurs first.
Third Stage. A. If the aggrieved party is not satisfied with the
disposition of the grievance at the second stage, he/she may submit the
grievance to advisory arbitration by written notice to the Board of Education
within 10 school days from the conclusion of the second stage.
B. Within 5 school days after such written notice cf submission to
advisory arbitration, a request for a list of arbitrators will be made to the
American Arbitration Association by the aggrieved party and the Board of
Education. The parties will be bound by the rules and procedures of the
American Arbitration Asseciation in the selection of an arbitrator.
c. The arbitrator will hem the matter promptly and will issUe his/her
decision not later than 14 calendar days from the date ef tile clese of the
hearing, or if hearings have been waived~ then 14 c8Jendar days from the date
that the final statements and proofs aTe submitted te him/h~. The
arbitrator's decision will be in writing and will set forth his/her findings of
fact~ reasoning and conclusions on the issues.
D. The arbitrator shall not alter or annul or otherwise disregard any
provision of this contract, nor shall the arbitratar render any decision except
in respect to whatever matter is specifically submitted for arbitration. The
arbitrator shall have no power or authority to make any decision which.
requires the commission afan act prohibited by law or which is violative of the
terms of this contract.
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E. The decision of the arbitrator shall be advisory only and shall not be
binding upon the parties.
F. Each party shall bear its own costs related to the grievance and
arbitration procedure and the costs of the services of the arbitrator will be
shared equally by both parties.
Fourth Stage. A. If the arbitr~tor's advisory decision is acceptable to
both parties, the grievance shall be resolved in accordance with such decision.
If either party disagrees with the arbitrator's advisory decision, such party
shall so notify the other party within 15 school days from the receipt of the
arbitrator's decision. In the event of such disagreement by one of the parties,
the aggrieved party may, within five school days from the receipt of such notice
of disagreement, make a written request to the Board of Education, with a
copy to the Superintendent of Schools Office, for review and final
determination by the Board of Education.. The written request must be
delivered personally to the President of the Board of Education, or to the Clerk
of the Board of Education, or mailed to the Board of Education Office by .
registered mail, postage prepaid. .
B. If requested, the aggrieved party shall be granted a hearing before
the Board of Education. The hearing shall be conducted in executive session
within one month from the receipt of the written request for review. The Board
shall render its decision in Writing, not later than 15 school days after the
hearing. .
2. Definition: Immediate superior means the building principal of the building
to which the teacher is primarily assigned.
3. If a decision at one stage is not appealed to the next stage of the procedure
within the time limit specified, the grievance will be deemed to be discontinued.
and further appeal under this agreement shall be barred provided that such
time limits may be waived by mutual agreement in writing, signed by the
aggrieved party and the Superintendent of Schools.
4. The aggrieved party shall have the right at any stage of the grievance
procedure, at which witnesses are called, to confront andcross-exainine all
witnesses called to testify against the aggrieved party and to call witnesses on
his/her own behalf, and if affidavits are submitted the aggrieved party shall
have the right to file answering affidavits.
5. The existence of the procedure hereby established shall not be deemed to
require any teacher to pursue the remedies herein provided and shall not, in
any manner, impair or limit the right of any teacher to pursue any other legal
remedy.
6. A "school day" for the purpose of computing time periods under Section 1
shall be a day on the school calendar designated for student attendance except
that for the purpose of computing "school days" under First-StageB iftheact
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occurs less than thirty (30) school days preceding the last student attendance.
(lay of the school year, "school days" shall be counted as if they were "business
days. "
If a grievance.is not resolved by June 30th of a given year, the parties
may mutually agree in writing to treat "school days" as "business days" from
the period of July 1st to August 31st inclusive, as it applies to the specific
grievance.
Nothing in this Section 6 shall be interpreted as extending a contract
that would, except for this Section 6, have expired.
7. All documents, communications, and records relating to the processing of a
grievance will be filed separately from the personnel files of the participants.
~1fTI(c~~ ~ C>~~
~~~@m )1: When any pupil who is known by the Guidance or Health
Department or the administration to have a health problem or an emotional
problem, or a severe discipline problem, and in the judgment of the said
Guidance or Health Department or the administration, such information
would have a significant impact upon a classroom situation, then the
Guidance or Health Department, or the administration will notify the
homeroom and classroom and special teacher to which such student is.
. assigned as soon as reasonably possible provided the same can be done in
keeping with the best interest of the student and without violation of a
confidential relationship.
~@~@m ~: The Board agrees that proper placement of students is a worthy
objective and encourages teachers to notify administration of any student
who may requiTe alternative placement and/or additional assistance
through program modification.
As part of the notification process the teacher shall place in writing all
facts and circumstances that the teacher believes fonn a basis for
considering a change in placement together with a description of any special
programs, assistance, or methods that the teacher has undertaken to solve
the student's problems within the confines of the student's current
placement. .
Upon receipt of notification together with the material requiTed by the
preceding paragraph, the principal Will review the recommendation and
confer with the teacher concerning it.
If the principal's review indicates that an analysis of the student's
classroom performance is warranted, the principal's communication to the
teacher will include the initial course of action that is to be followed in
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making the analysis of the student's classroom performance. The teacher
will if such communication is permitted by applicable laws and by the
regulations of the. Commissioner of Education be periodically informed in
writing regarding the progress of the analysis. .
ARTICLE XXV - COMMITTEES
Section 1: Building Liaison Committee. Nothing in this article shall limit
in any way the responsibility of the principal to discuss school problems
and policies with the staff individually, in committees or departments or in
staff meetings. (The liaison committee is considered an additional avenue of
communication.)
A. In each building the Chenango Valley Teachers Association may
select a liaison committee to discuss with the principal problems that may
arise from the day to day operation of the building.
B. The function of this committee is to cooperate with the principal
concerning problems as they arise, and to make recommendations.
c. Meetings will be monthly or at a mutually agreeable time to both
the committee and the principal. These meetings shall not interfere with
regular classroom ins~ction.
D. Any changes in operation of a procedure arrived at mutually will
be distributed to all staff members of the building.
E. When recommendations of the committee are n2! implemented, a
representative of the Administration will meet with the committee to give its
rationale.
ARTICLEXXVI . SUBSTITUTES
Section 1: The District will welcome teacher suggestions for su bstitu tes and
teacher comments regarding substitutes utilized.
Section 2: A. The parties agree that long-term substitutes, as defined
below are included in the bargaining unit:
Definition: A long-tenn substitute is.a teacher employed for a prospective
finite term of 20 weeks or more who sub$titutes for a duly-appointed
teacher of the District who is granted a leave .ofabsence by the District.
B. Article XIX notwithstanding, long-term substitutes will be paid
pro-rata for the period served at a salary based upon the salary for Step 1,
Column (1), of the schedule set forth in Article XIX, Section 1.
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c.' Article xvII notwithstanding, long-term substitutes will be entitled
to the individual coverage of Article XVIII,Section 2 and 3 from the time
they are pennitted to be covered under the terms of the policies in effect
until the earliest time the applicable policy permits termination coverage
after their employment has ceased. If said teacher elects the dependent
coverage of Sections 2 or 3, said teacher shall be responsible for paying the
dollar amount over and above the cost of the indiVidual coverage.
D. The District will make an effort ta observe long term su bstitu tes
both to provide assistance to these teachers and to enhance the quality of
instructicn. If evaluations are performed, the following sections will apply:,
Article XI, Section 2, Section 3, Secticn 5, Section 6, Section 7, and Section
8, ,and all of Article XIII. .'
E. Long-term substitutes shall be allowed sick days cn a pro-rata,
non-cumulative basis (i.e., a full semester substitute would be entitled to 7-
1/2 sick leave days). Personal leave days as otherwise provided for in
Article XXII, Section 3, will be subject to pro-ration.
F. All other provisions (unless refeXTed to above or specified in other
articles of thl'S agreement) shall apply to long-term substitutes except the
following: Article VI; Article XI except as set forth above: Article XII, Section
2; Article XX, Section 1; Article XXII, Section 7, 9.
G. When the term of substituting is not prospective then the fonowing
shall apply:
"When any substitute shall be continued in the same substitute
position after having completed the previous school semester in that
position, said substitute shall for the continuation of that substitute
position be accorded all the benefits provided for hex-emfor a 'long-tenn
su bstitu te,' except for medical and dental coverage."
~lrIT(C)1~ ~
~@~@m ~~ This Agreement shall con stitu 1cethe fun and complete
commitments between both parties with respect to items negotiated. It is
contemplated that the texms and conditions of employment provided in this
Agreement shall remain in effect until its expiration as herem provided or
until altered by mutual agreement in writing between the partieso
Nevertheless~ because of the special 'nature of public education.al process, it
is likewise recognized that negotiable matters may arise of vital mutual
concern to the parties which have not been negotiated between them.
~~@~ii@@~g The Board has the right to adopt reasonable administrative
rules and regulations. If these rules impact term$ and condition$ of
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employment, the Association's right to bargain said change will be governed
by the Taylor Law.
Section 3: This Agreement shall supersede any rules or regulations of the
Board which are contrary to or inconsistent with its terms. The provisions
of this Agreement shall be incorporated into and be considered part of the
established rules and regulations of the Board.
Section 4: If any provision of this agreement or any application of the
Agreement to any teacher or group of teachers shall be found contrary to
law, then such provision or application shall not be deemed valid and
subsisting except to the extent permitted by law, but all other provisions or
applications shall continue in full force and effect.
Section 5: This Agreement shall be effective as of July 1, 1996 and shall continue
in effect through June 30, 1999.
njg
cwa 1141
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STATUTORY NOTICE
"1. IT IS AGREED .BYAND BETWEEN THE PARTIES THAT ANY PROVISION OF
THIS AGREEMENT REQUIRING LEGISLATIVE ACTION TO PERMIT ITS
IMPLEMENTATION BY AMENDMENT OF LAW OR BY PROVIDING THE
ADDITIONAL FUNDS THEREFORE, SHALL NOT BECOME EFFECTIVE UNTIL THE
APPROPRIATELEGISLATIVEBODY HAS GIVENAPPROVAL."
.
~
President - Chenango V ey
Teachers Association
By \
sident -Chenango Valley
oard of Education
~~By
Superintendent of Schools
Dated this ~'iday of ()~1997.
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDE~STANDING
It is agreed anClunderstood by the parties hereto that without either side
cqnceding or abandoning any interpretation it may have as to the legQleffect of
the existing contract, if the number of days in the teacher's work year is
increased by any change in any rule or regulation of the Commissioner of
Education, or the Board of Regents, or any law enacted by the Legislature of
"New York, the parties will negotiate with respect to the salary for the additional
work days.
'
.
.:'
CHENANGO VALLEY C:E:NTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
By
~~-
By
Superintendent of Schools
CHENANGO VALLEY TEACHERS ASSOCIATION
-~
President, Association
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
The Association building reps will forward a list of safety, cleanliness,
and health related problems to the administration on a bimonthly basis.
Issues may be brought to the district's attention immediately.
CHENANGO VALLEY CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
~
By~~
Superintendent of Schools
CHENANGO VALLEY TEACHERS ASSOCIATION
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
The parties agree to form a committee to study the issue of "peer evaluation."
The committee shall be composed of three teachers appointed by the
Association President and three individuals appointed by the Superintendent.
The committee shall issue a written report not later than six months after the
execu tion of the successor to the. 1992-96 Agreement. Said report shall be
issued to both parties and shall not be implemented unless agreed to in writing
by the Association President and the Superintendent.
~~.
for ~he Chenango Valle~ A for the Chenango Valley CSD
/0/.2/(.17
Date
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